**COMMON CORE:** 14 Credits  
Analytical Reading/Writing WRT102  
Academic Writing WRT202  
Human Communication CM104  
Cr. Think./Pr. Solv. Math MAT111  
Physical Education (2 crs.)  

**AREA DISTR. REQUIREMENTS:** 6 Credits  
I. Fine Arts & Humanities  
II. Social & Behav. Sciences  
III. Laboratory Sciences 6-8 Credits  
IV. Amer./West. Civ., Amer. Govt.  
V. Foreign Language  

**ELECTIVE COURSES:** 13-15 Credits  

**REQUIRED MAJOR COURSES:** 63 Credits  
Each of the following: (15 Credits)  
- Found. English Studies LIT228  
- Studies in Theory/Criticism LIT210  
- Language and Linguistics LIT310  
- Advanced Composition WRT315  

**REQUIRED SUPPORTING COURSES** 9 Crs.  
Choose from FLM, HUM, PHL, REL, THE, WGS/LIT, WRT or foreign language literature courses at the 300-level or higher.  

**LITERARY MODES** 39 Credits  
(Students are permitted to take no more than one THE or FLM course per literary mode.)  

- **History/Culture (9 credits):**  
  LIT203 LIT281 LIT282 LIT283 LIT284 LIT285 LIT286 LIT322 LIT326 LIT384 LIT/THE410 LIT/THE415  

- **Genre (6 credits):**  
  LIT270 LIT291 LIT313 LIT327 LIT343 LIT376 LIT393 LIT395 LIT398 LIT/THE360 LIT/THE361 LIT/THE364 LIT/THE416  

- **Figure/Author (6 credits):**  
  LIT323 LIT324 LIT375 LIT380 LIT388 LIT394 LIT396 LIT397  

- **Thematics/Theory (6 credits):**  
  LIT341 LIT342 LIT346 LIT347 LIT381 LIT385 LIT386 LIT387 LIT389 LIT390 LIT391 LIT/WGS344 LIT/WGS378 LIT/WGS382  

12 credits chosen from the above literary modes:  

**NOTES:**  

**1.** All courses must be completed with a minimum “2.0” grade. Courses may not be taken on a pass/fail basis.  
**2.** A minimum of 12 credits of the Area Distribution Requirements must be at the 200-level or above. Courses may not be taken on a pass/fail basis. See Registrar’s Office for official list of courses.  
**3.** Six credits must be in one language.  
**4.** Requirements listed apply to students who matriculate into or declare this major during the 2013-2014 academic year.  
**5.** Students wishing to pursue an independent study (LIT498-499) should work with their advisor and instructor to determine which literary mode will be satisfied by their independent study project.